There is currently an overwhelming increased interest in predictive biology and computational modelling. The development of reliable, reproducible and revisable simulation models in computational life sciences is often pointed out as a challenging issue. Population dynamics, including epidemiology, has not yet developed a language to formalize complex models in a univocal and automatable way, hence hindering the capability to implement in short time reliable, revisable and expert-friendly models intended for realistic mechanistic simulations. In epidemiology specifically, models aim not only at understanding pathogen spread but also at assessing control measures at several scales. To achieve this goal efficiently, best software practices should be supported by Artificial Intelligence methods to handle experts' knowledge. The framework EMULSION presented here intends to both tackle multiple modelling paradigms in epidemiology and facilitate the automation of model design. We therefore built both a domain-specific language (DSL) for the modular description of complex epidemiological models, and a generic simulation engine designed to embed existing modelling paradigms within a homogeneous architecture based on adaptive software agents. The diversity of concerns (biology, economics, human activities) involved in real pathosystems requires an explicit, comprehensive and intelligible way to describe epidemiological models, to involve experts without computer science skills throughout the modelling, simulation and output analysis steps. This approach was applied to compare hypotheses in modelling a zoonosis (Q fever), to study its transmission dynamics within and between cattle herds at a regional scale, and to assess the contribution of transmission pathways. Separating model description from the simulation engine allowed epidemiologists to be involved in assumption revision, while guaranteeing very few code modifications. We assessed the added value of EMULSION by applying the DSL and the simulation engine to a concrete disease. Future extensions of EMULSION towards a broader range of epidemiological concerns will reduce significantly the time required to design and assess models and control measures against endemic and epidemic diseases. Ultimately, we believe this effort is a major lever to increase scientists' preparedness to face emerging threats for public health and provide rapid, reliable, and reasoned assessments of control measures.
Introduction 1
Balancing development time, reliability and intelligibility in computational models
2 Computational modelling is essential to better explore complex systems. In particular, 3 agricultural production systems present highly coupled biological, farming, environmental, and 4 economic processes, involving a diversity of interacting entities, from individual scale up to whole 5 territories. Their analytical investigation is strongly limited by the interplay between all processes and 6 scales, leading to high dimensional and highly nonlinear systems, but also by the boundaries of 7 knowledge concerning the exact interactions between actors of such systems. Mechanistic simulation 8 models can assess the relevance of assumptions by comparing model outputs to field data, provide 9 predictions on systems evolution under real or counterfactual scenarios, and help identify levers to 10 control those systems. However, it is crucial that alternative hypotheses and practicable actions be tested 11 in short time, in strong interaction with experts, to quickly identify assumptions providing the most 12 significant insights, or actions driving the system to a desired state. Such "sieving" of hypotheses also 13 promotes parsimonious models, highlighting key elements, hence allowing for deeper understanding 14 and easier comparisons. 15
However, developing simulation codes directly from models requires strong skills in computer 16 programming. Any change in hypotheses, scenarios, model structure or even just parameters is 17 excessively time-consuming to foster incremental design of models and expert involvement. Also, 18 reliability and reproducibility issues of ad-hoc simulation programs threaten conclusions drawn from 19 computer experiments. To avoid misinterpretations coming from programming biases [1] , several good 20 practices in software development were proposed [2] (e.g. precise code documentation, systematic 21 testing, versioning, etc.), but erroneous programs can also reach such standards [3] . 22
Models are intended to change with biological knowledge and research questions. Assessing 23 their relevance rather than simulation code quality requires to allow experts scrutinizing their very 24 components (parameters, functions, modelling paradigms, contact structures, etc.), instead of their 25 implementation within a specific programming language. It is then the responsibility of computer 26 scientists to provide an automated, reliable and rapid translation into code. Our approach is in line with 27 this mindset, by coupling a modular simulation architecture with a Domain-Specific Language (DSL), 28 which gives experts the ability to understand and design the multiple components of an epidemiological 29 model without programming. 30
The diversity of modelling and related issues in epidemiology 31 Epidemiology is an epitome field for addressing such issues. Since Kermack and McKendrick's 32 seminal works [4] , the complexity of models increased to allow for realistic decision support at several 33 scales [5, 6] , incorporating a broad range of concerns: infectious processes, demography, environmental 34 conditions, underlying contact structure provided by transportation or trade, etc. Models became hard 35 to design and harder to implement in a reliable way, because life scientists are not expected to master 36 programming skills [7] . The diversity of modelling paradigms, as presented below, from rather formal 37 and analytical, to rule-based descriptions of processes involved in the system, also reduces the ability to 38 revise or compare models in response to evolving scientific knowledge and purposes. This often results 39 in heterogeneous, ad-hoc simulation programs which cannot be compared, enhanced, even used, without 40 diving into the code. However, responsiveness in modelling and in scenario assessment is a stake to 41 provide relevant control measures against outbreaks, especially in the case of an animal health crisis. 42
Compartment-based models (CBM) [8] describe disease dynamics by state variables (amount or 43 proportion of individuals in each health state). CBM can also represent demographic dynamics with 44 input and output rates, and incorporate additional concerns (e.g. age structure, species, or environment-45 borne contamination) by splitting compartments. CBM assume that individuals differ only by a few 46 discrete variables which determine their compartment. To assess targeted control measures, the 47 multiplication of compartments and transitions required to account for finer-grained features can make 48 the model very like individual-based models (IBM) [9] . These latter keep individual diversity explicit 49 [10, 11] and represent them with their behaviors, environment, possible goals (e.g. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] dynamics, spatial distribution, species), and generates C/C++ code to run simulations efficiently. But, it 105 only targets CBM with theoretical (SIR-type) models. 106
The framework EMULSION (for "Epidemiological Multi-Level Simulation") we propose is to 107 our knowledge the only contribution that combines the capability of integrating several modelling 108 paradigms and several scales with dynamic aggregation levels (through a multi-level multi-agent 109 architecture to wrap them), and the explicit description of models (through a DSL dedicated to 110 epidemiolocal issues) [41] (Fig 1) . Our objective was indeed to 1) define a formalism making models 111 as accurate as possible, so that a comprehensive description can be shared amongst experts, and its 112 implementation automatized; and 2) encompass existing modelling paradigms within a common 113 interface, to make them interchangeable, or even combine them as proposed by [42] . 114 The vertical axis is based on the scope (from a single disease to multiple modelling paradigms); the horizontal axis represents the level of computer science complexity involved (from ad-hoc monolithic programs to a full separation between explicit knowledge and simulation code). In EMULSION, the coupling of a modular simulation architecture with a DSL is beneficial on both levels.
Methods

115
Coupling a Domain-Specific Language with a generic simulation engine 116
Designing a model using EMULSION involves three interdependent elements: 1) an explicit, 117 modular and readable description of the model written using EMULSION's DSLthis step is intended 118 to be accessible to non-computer scientists experts ; 2) the use of the generic simulation engine written 119 by computer scientists, to capitalize, in an extensible, modular and reliable way, recurrent treatments 120 and calculations that can be found in most epidemiological models (e.g. computation of states evolution 121 over time, connection to data, etc.)this engine is aimed at building and running the appropriate 122 simulation architecture based on the model specifications in the DSL; 3) small code add-ons which may 123 be necessary to add features (calculations, actions, processes) either specific to each model or not yet 124 incorporated into the generic engine ( Fig 2) . The complexity of designing and implementing a model 125 is thus broken down into several simpler concerns, without unnecessary code writing. Besides, models 126 described through EMULSION's DSL are univocal in the sense that they have to make most 127 assumptions explicit, and refer to the simulation methods implemented within the generic engine. 128
Fig 2. Approach enforced in EMULSION.
A generic simulation engine is coupled to a domain-specific modelling language, fostering continuous experts' involvement and user-friendly interactions. Experts' knowledge is kept explicit, understandable, and revisable. A few specific code add-ons can be written to complement the simulation engine.
Knowledge engineering: a paradigm-independent representation of processes 129
Epidemiological models mainly rely on the description of infectious processes. As a balanced 130 formalism, we propose to extend flow diagrams to represent state evolution through Finite State 131
Machines [43] , widespread used in computer science. Features that were implicit in epidemiological 132 design can be described explicitly in nodes (states) and edges (transitions) of state machine diagrams 133 ( Fig 3) , enhancing the intelligibility of models. States can be endowed with 1) a duration distribution, 134 specifying how long an individual is expected to stay in the current state, and 2) actions performed by 135 individuals when entering, being in, or leaving the state. Transitions are labeled with either a rate, a 136 probability or an absolute amount; they can also specify: 1) calendar conditions to indicate time periods 137 when transitions are available; 2) escape conditions allowing to free from state duration constraints; 3) 138 individual conditions to filter who is allowed; 4) actions performed by individuals crossing the transition 139
(after leaving their current state and before entering their new one). 140 This separation between experts' and domain-specific knowledge (declarative part of the model) 174 on the one hand, and the algorithms to handle it (procedural part) on the other hand, is a classical, but 175 powerful Artificial Intelligence solution [45], known for helping experts to be involved directly in the 176 model design process, and for allowing fast, iterated feedbacks. Besides, this approach appears a kind 177 of "literate modelling" by analogy with Knuth's "literate programming" approach [46], aimed at 178 fostering a human-friendly, purpose-driven way of developing software codes. The elaboration of a DSL 179 for epidemiological models is actually a first attempt towards standardization, which must be supported 180 by an ability to encompass existing modelling paradigms and adapt to real use cases. 181
The modelling language defined in EMULSION is an "internal" DSL [47], as it is based on 182 another language, YAML (a human-friendly data serialization standard). Its syntax is quite simple, 183 relying mainly on lists and on dictionaries (i.e. key-value pairs), which can be nested one in another and, 184 for most components, do not require a special ordering. Contrary to most general-purpose programming 185 languages, this DSL is aimed at describing declarative knowledge, i.e. the model components and their 186 relations, the way to process them being implemented in the generic simulation engine. A whole 187 example is provided as supporting information (with syntactic colorization: Additional File, S4 Files). 188
Six main sections (first-level keys in the dictionary) must be specified: 1) the levels of interest in the 189 simulation (e.g. individuals, populations, metapopulations…) and their link to agent classes (i.e. either 190 agents defined in the generic simulation engine, as described below, or derived from the latter to provide 191 specific code add-ons); 2) the processes occurring at each level, which can be either handled through a 192 state machine (e.g. infection process, population dynamics, etc.), or implemented as a specific code add- Depending on how such agents are combined and whether or not their behavior is controlled by 238 a state machine, classical epidemiological modelling paradigms can be easily reproduced. A 239 "GroupManager" agent endowed with a health-related state machine and hosting several 240 "Compartment" agents reproduces a CBM (Fig 4, right) . Contrarily, gathering "EvolvingAtom" agents, 241 each one owning a state machine, within a "SimpleView", leads to an IBM (Fig 4, left) . Refer to 242 Additional File, §S1 Appendix and S1 Fig Individuals can indeed be gathered according to each separate concern, based on their similarities 247 regarding each key variable. For instance, since the description of the infectious process is associated 248 with a specific state machine, each atom agent can be endowed with a variable for holding this state 249 (e.g. "health_state"). Then, it makes sense to gather individuals according to possible values of this 250 "health_state" variable, for instance using "AdaptiveView" agents, hosted by a "GroupManager" (Fig 4,  251 center). This "GroupManager" supervises the health-related state machine (instead of atoms) and, during 252 the simulation, determines how many atoms have to change their "health_state" value and move from 253 one "AdaptiveView" to another. To do so, due to the homogeneity of atoms within each 254 "AdaptiveView" regarding "health_state", only one multinomial sample per group is required, instead 255 of one Bernoulli trial per individual, which reduces significantly the computation cost compared to a 256 classical IBM. Besides, using "AdaptiveView" agents as containers facilitates the separation of 257 concerns: if another process (e.g. recovery) suddenly affects the "health_state" variable of some agents, 258 their change is detected by the view, which asks its own host (the "GroupManager") to move modified 259 atoms to the proper place. herd scale was not straightforward. Third, the simulated annual herd incidence was still too low. 294
We re-implemented these models using EMULSION to explore more quickly the interplay 295 between within-herd and between-herd levels. First, the original model [15] was simplified, keeping 296 relevant assumptions and removing those less crucial in the perspective of the between-herd dynamics 297 transmission were compared. Finally, the within-herd model was revised with alternative hypotheses in 299 the infection process, to better reproduce the observed annual herd incidence at the between-herd level 300 while making plausible assumptions about host infection processes. The relative roles of trade and 301 airborne transmission in regional pathogen spread were reassessed under these new modelling 302 assumptions. 303 Individuals are aggregated according to concernrelated variables (health state, life cycle, and parity). Individuals (e.g. the blue one in health state I+, life state NP, and parity 4) can be accessed through each concern or through a global list.
Results
304
Model simplification within EMULSION
The model followed the hybrid structure (Fig 4, center) to fully account for individual events 328 (calving and abortion) without excessive computational cost. The implementation required only a class 329 for individuals, derived from "AtomAgent", and one for the herd, derived from "MultiProcessManager" 330 function" below and detailed in Additional File, §S2 Appendix). Processes involved at the 354 metapopulation level thus were: 1) activation of herd processes; 2) airborne transmission; 3) selection 355 of animals for trade movements in source herds; 4) effective movement to destination herds. Herd 356 specificities (initial size, renewal, culling and trade movements) were based on the French livestock 357 exchange data, requiring specific code add-ons to make the metapopulation agent calibrate herd 358 parameters and extract the relevant trade movements from data. The predicted herd incidence with these 359 initial assumptions was much lower than in observed data (Fig 6-A) . The discrepancy between observed 360 and predicted incidence could be explained either by a missing transmission route (but no other is known 361 for Q fever), wrong assumptions about risky trade or airborne transmission, or wrong assumptions about 362 the within-herd infection dynamics. To check for these two latter issues and improve herd incidence 363 predictions, we considered alternative assumptions on three main levers. We first assumed that animals 364 coming from outside the metapopulation had the same probability of being infected as inside the 365 metapopulation (rather than assuming them susceptible), this one being a part of a larger regional 366 population of herds. The impact on herd incidence was low (Fig 6-B) despite 18% of incoming 367 movements from outside the metapopulation. Second, regarding airborne transmission, we assumed that 368 individuals could be contaminated by inhalation of available bacteria (which is biologically plausible) 369 rather than by deposited pathogens. Hence, a simpler Gaussian approach [61], not accounting for 370 deposition, was implemented for plume dispersion (Additional File, equation 6, §S2 Appendix). Only a 371 few lines of codes were changed in the specific add-on to define the new function. Still, parameters 372 could not be calibrated within biologically plausible ranges to reach the expected seropositive herd 373 incidence (Fig 6-C) , while the true herd incidence sharply increased. The difference between incidence 374 levels considering either infectious or seropositive animals, suggested to investigate the within-herd 375 model further. We reexamined shedding assumptions, shedding being observed to be intermittent [62] . 376
The original model [15] assumed that I-cows were able to eliminate all bacteria and become S again 377 Then, back to between-herd scale, we calibrated parameters in a plausible range for reaching the 388 expected herd incidence level (Fig 6-D) . 389 A sensitivity analysis was carried out to assess the impact of model parameters on two main 390 outcomes at the metapopulation level (annual and weekly herd incidence), highlighting 391 0 (normalization factor), l (transition probability from L to I-states), m (transition probability from I-392 to S),  (proportion of bacteria leaving local environments to contribute to airborne transmission) and  393 (contact rate with bacteria coming from airborne transmission) as key parameters (Additional File, S8 394 
Impact on previous conclusions 397
Regarding pathways responsible for Q fever spread at the regional scale, we knew from the 398 previous study [57] that airborne transmission was predominant over trade movements. Yet, we wanted 399 to assess whether trade-borne infections could be neglected or not. After exploring model assumptions 400 and parameters to account for observed seroprevalence data in 2013 (Fig 6) , we examined more finely 401 temporal and spatial effects of both transmission pathways, under the hypothesis that seroprevalence is 402 a relevant indicator for disease persistence within a one-year interval. First, infections of naive herds 403 appeared, as expected from previous results, to be caused mostly (89.5% of newly infected herds) by 404 airborne transmission (Fig 7, A) . However, it also appeared that contaminations caused by trade 405 movements happened in a more deterministic way, which was not highlighted previously. When we 406 considered the infection dates of herds contaminated by trade movements at least once in 50 stochastic 407 simulations, almost always at the same date and by trade movements; second, herds infected at a variable 409 date and with a variable contribution of airborne transmission. Spatial distribution of incident herds 410 (Fig 7, C) pointed out that areas with a high density of initially infected herds (and of herds in general: 411 Additional File, S10 Fig) drove at the same time the predominance of airborne transmission and the 412 probability that a herd subject to airborne transmission risk becomes infected. Conversely, herds infected 413 at least once by trade movements were mostly located on peripheral areas, such as coasts (Fig 7, D) , and 414 most of them purchased animals directly in an initially prevalent herd before becoming infected, with 415 mostly early infection dates. To summarize, the spread of Q fever within areas of high prevalence and 416 high herd density is strong and mainly caused by airborne transmission, which argues for vaccination 417 as a disease control strategy in such areas, while herds in low prevalence areas have little chance to be 418 contaminated but by trade, which supports tests on purchase in that case. 419
Discussion and conclusions
420
EMULSION is the first framework that simultaneously provides a Domain-Specific Language 421 dedicated to the comprehensive and accurate description of epidemiological models, from SIR-like 422 models to more complex multi-scale multi-concern models, together with a modular simulation engine 423 using a multi-level agent-based architecture, to encompass existing epidemiological issues and 424 modelling paradigms within a homogeneous interface (Fig 1) . 425
Elaborating realistic models (such as [15, 57]) often requires many trials aiming at the 426 exploration of various assumptions and processes. EMULSION significantly accelerates model 427 development, first because it provides classical computational bricks, but also since changing 428 hypotheses (e.g. adding or deleting a state or a transition) generally consists in modifying the 429 configuration file, instead of rewriting many parts of a large specific source code. The modularity of 430 model description allows assessing separately hypotheses, which demands much more work when 431 dealing with ad-hoc models and is more prone to programming and hence interpretation errors. 432 Nevertheless, the facility to choose the granularity level of simulations and the adaptive gathering of 451 individuals make the approach much more efficient than IBM anyway. To tackle efficiency issue, the 452 next step will be to consider using EMULSION's DSL to build dedicated, optimized code from model 453
descriptions. 454
We showed how modelling paradigms and scales could be wrapped within agents, which are in 455 charge of processing the required calculations according to their specificities. This allows modellers to 456 focus on their research questions instead of implementation issues, while still being able to select and 457 compare relevant modeling paradigms. To go further, new computational issues in epidemiological 458 modelling have to be addressed, especially in coupling contrasted paradigms [63] . For instance, multi-459 host pathosystems may combine populations having highly contrasted characteristics, such as size (a 460 large size leading to more deterministic dynamics while a small one enhances stochastic events) and 461 movement patterns (vectors spread continuously while livestock trade and human activity give rise to 462 discrete long-distance jumps). In addition, the level of required details may differ, possibly leading to 
